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T ony’s was a name that I kept hearing. He was 
a young man, I was told, who had turned his 
life around and was now helping others do 
the same. They said that I wouldn’t believe 

his story. So I made arrangements to take a training 
session with him. 

When Tony greets me at the Human in Motion 
gym, I fear I may have bitten off more than I can 
chew. From the photos, I expect that he’ll be in good 
shape, but in person he looks like a cage fighter. 
Yet he’s unerringly polite, well-spoken and has the 
posture that your mother used to clip you around 
the ear for slouching out of. It’s the air of someone 
who rose to be the head of the school in a British 
military academy.

I’m told that I will start with some running, which 
leads me to expect a jog outside. Instead, Tony leads 
me to a five-meter strip and gets me sprinting and 
lunging. He wants to study my technique – and to 
see where my body is imbalanced – so as to devise 
a program for me. 

After spending an hour battling gravity, resist-
ance bands and my own body weight, I realize that 
getting the body of an Adonis is sweaty, nauseous 
work. That isn’t the only thing I’m learning. For every 
exercise, Tony explains the science behind it with a 
clarity and enthusiasm that communicates not just 
knowledge but a desire to educate. 

THE
PERFECT 
FIT

THE
PERFECT 
FIT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU 
CHALLENGE YOURSELF
by Jonathan White
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Seeing Tony with the kids at the afterschool 
physical-fitness sessions that he runs at the  
Western Academy of Beijing (WAB), it’s obvious 
that he’s a natural leader. 

The dozen or so kids, who are at that stage 
where hormones have more hold over you than 
anything except your peers, are excited to see 
him. At once in charge and at ease, Tony slips 
into work mode and starts handing out high-fives 
before asking the kids what they’ve been eating 
for lunch. “Annie’s,” say a few kids. Tony’s response 
is a quizzical raised eyebrow. The other members 
of the group fall silent until a healthy answer 
presents itself. 

“I had pasta,” volunteers one girl.
 “Which sauce?” Tony demands.
Another awkward pause. “Meat ...” 
“Good.” 
Such an approach might seem strange with 

teenagers but the students are responding to it. 

Not only is attendance at these voluntary fitness 
classes sky-high, but the kids participate in the 
workouts – which comprise group circuits using 
the participants’ own body weight or high-tempo 
sparring with pads – with unbridled vigor. Tony’s 
enthusiasm is contagious. He’s passionate to the 
point where you feel that you’d be embarrassed 
if you gave less than 100 percent. Most of all, he’s 
got what they want: a physique that most of us 
think only achievable with an airbrush.

He didn’t always look like this. It was last  
summer when Tony realized that he needed to 
change his life. After completing his Chinese  
studies at Tsinghua, he – like most of his peers –  
faced the problem of how to make ends meet. 
Unlike most new graduates, however, he was 
drained emotionally. In 2009, Tony had made a trip 
to Dubai to visit his father David, who worked as a 
football and swimming coach. On the last day of 
his stay, his dad suffered a cardiac arrest in front 

of him. Not only did Tony have to rush his father 
to the nearest hospital, but it was a private facility 
and the costs soon spiraled. Tony extended his stay 
in the Emirate, raising funds from the parents of 
David’s pupils to cover the medical bills as well as 
the cost of repatriating his father to the UK. Three 
months and thousands of dirams later, Tony finally 
managed to bring him home on life support, 
but doctors told the family that he would never 
recover. A week later, David passed away. 

Af ter  returning to Bei j ing to f in ish his  
studies, Tony chose a path that most of us wouldn’t 
be able to survive: working 16- to 20-hour days 
spread over a variety of jobs. The hours between 
9pm and 6am were spent in a call center; daylight 
hours were spent on a combination of teaching 
Chinese, coaching sports, substitute teaching 
and even babysitting. It was a far cry from his 
goal of joining the British Royal Marines as an  
officer. Tony’s sleep, diet and his home life suffered.  
“What I gained in money I was losing in spirit,” he 
says of that time. “Each day I wasn’t just fighting 
exhaustion, I was fighting grief.”

“I found myself overworked, overstressed 
and feeling like I was trapped in a never-ending 
cycle. At 113kg with 24 percent body fat, I had no 
energy and little motivation. I asked myself when 
I had been happiest – it was when I was healthy 
and when I was a leader. None of my jobs were 
offering that,” Tony says. “I started to do some real 
soul-searching.”

Epiphanies are all well and good but they are 
worthless if you don’t act upon them. Fate stepped 
in when Tony saw an advertisement for the World 
Health Store’s 12-Week Challenge. For some  
reason that was the day that the words “Transform 
Your Body & Life!” resonated. And the promise of a 
cash prize didn’t hurt. Tony set himself the goal of 
looking like Gerard Butler in the film 300. 

His devotion to that goal was Spartan.
With his assortment of jobs, it would not have 
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training system, Four Point Fitness, based on the 
four principles that underscored his own regime: 
discipline, focus, commitment and momentum. 
It’s these principles that are guiding the pupils at 
WAB, that are guiding the regimes set for Tony’s 
adult clients, and that have earned this fledgling 
fitness company an expanding roster that already 
includes, in collaboration with the Human in 
Motion gym, two Chinese Olympic gold medalists. 
“I’ve realized that I want to inspire others to be 
their best,” Tony says. “To find the discipline within 
themselves to focus on their goals. To commit to a 
plan and with each success, no matter how small, 
they build momentum that carries them to their 
ultimate goals – whatever they may be.” 

Tony’s story would have been inspiring enough 
if he had merely transformed his body, but people 
are responding to him because they see a man 
who transformed his life as well – and is eager 
to help others achieve their potential. It’s a tale 
that is as fleshed out as his physique. The focus 
he learned under the tutelage of the military is 
no longer used for catching five-minute naps 
between shifts. He’s using it now to do what he 
knows and loves.

In December, he even found himself seated 
at the top table of the Br it ish Chamber of 
Commerce’s annual Christmas party, having been 
invited to introduce Four Point Fitness to an 
audience that included the British Ambassador. 
Tony is as surprised as anyone by the speed at 
which it has all taken off, but that doesn’t mean 
he’s slowing down. He won’t be pinned down on 
where it’s going, though. “When I look at where I 
was – and where I am now ...” He grins and shakes 
his head. Whatever the future holds, he’s not 
losing sleep over it.

For more information about Four Point Fitness, 
contact Tony Nicholson at 4pointfitness@gmail.com.

When we meet for a second session, Tony has 
decided that my hips need to be balanced and my 
core strengthened. Apparently, years of playing 
football have left me lopsided. He leads me through 
more resistance work, this time even more tailored 
to my needs. In that hour, I discover exactly how 
much my legs can bend. “They might feel like they are 
going to break, but the human body is strong,” Tony 
tells me before he bends me like Stretch Armstrong. 
Every stretch brings the feeling that something must 

snap – but through the pain comes relief. 
Afterwards, I can reach well under my toes 

from a standing position. The next day, 
my legs feel brand-new. 

B y  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  1 2 - We e k 
Challenge, Tony was 16 kilos lighter. 

He had trimmed eight inches from his 
waist. His body fat was down to eight 

percent. This transformation was enough 
to win him the prize for Best Male and 

Best Overall Competitor. Despite 
the fact that he’d initially been 
attracted to the prize money, Tony 
found that his new lifestyle was 
what he valued most. 

“By becoming healthy again, 
I  didn’t  just gain f itness,” he 

says. “My dedication and focus 
brought me the respect of 
my friends, colleagues and 
the community. My attitude 
and new healthy lifestyle 
conveyed the image and 
manners of someone to 
follow, someone to lead.” 

After his victory, the 
requests from staff and 
kids to be trained came in 
even more thick and fast. 

Tony put together his own 

been practical for him to spend all day at the gym, 
so he maintained his work schedule and somehow 
managed to squeeze in two hours of training each 
day, six days a week. He always started with 20 
minutes of high-intensity cardio, followed by 15 
minutes of core exercises, and then mini-circuits 
without resting – alternating days on the upper 
and lower body – split equally between weights, 
machines (if he could make it to the gym) and 
body-weight exercises. At the end of each month, 
he tackled the “300 Workout,” a grueling 300-rep 
routine used by the cast of the movie.

He a lso changed his  eat ing habits 
completely. “I only drank water and I ate every 
three hours – I consumed about 25 egg 
whites, broccoli, vegetable soup, chicken 
and four protein shakes each day.”

It wasn’t easy. Tony struggled to hold 
down all his jobs while keeping focused 
on his training regimen. “During the 
12 weeks, I continually told myself, 
‘As long as I am committed to 
my goals, I will find a way,’” 
he said. “I didn’t think about 
anything else.” 

About halfway through 
the three months, things 
began to change. Not so 
much in Tony – although 
his physique was growing 
ever-more chiseled – 
but in other people. 
People started to ask 
him exactly what he 
was doing. “Do you think I 
can do that too?” they asked 
him. Tony found himself with 
a following – and a burgeoning 
sense of  responsibi l i ty toward 
them. 
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SURVIVOR: BEIJING
HOW IS LIFE IN A MEGALOPOLIS AFFECTING YOUR LIFE EXPECTANCY?

Instructions: Players take turns rolling one die; the first to reach the final square wins. 

US Embassy ranks today’s 
air pollution as “crazy bad.” 

Go back 5.

All the taxis have their 
lights on, but none will  

pick you up.  
Keep waiting. 

The jianbing diet: cheap, 
convenient and great for 

weight-loss, no?  
Go back 2.

Visit Beijing United for 
checkup. Receive all-clear. 

Go forward 3.

Get “trapped” in jam-packed 
subway, miss your stop.  

Go back 3. 

Your nation’s president  
offends China. Lie low.  

Go back 2.

Skip the elevator and 
 take the stairs.  

Go forward 3.

 “An hour on the Third Ring 
Road, and we only moved 

three blocks. Arrrgh!”  
Go back 5.

Cabbie claims garlic is 
great for the heart.  

Well, he would know.  
Go forward 1.

Co-worker pratfall sets off 
massive belly laugh.  

Go forward 2. 

“I’ll just check my work 
emails before going to bed.” 

Go back 2.

Vinegar helps lower  
blood sugar levels after a 

high-carb meal?  
Bring on the jiaozi. 

Unlike your old apartment, 
your new flat is located 

away from the main road. 
Go forward 5.

Get horticultural.  
Buy an areca palm  

to purify the air.  
Go forward 3. Eat super-spicy food.  

Feel your metabolism  
revving up.

Cut soda out of your diet. 
Roll again.

Rescue a cat.  
Go forward 3.

You never belt up when  
riding shotgun.

Have you seen the traffic  
mortality statistics? 

Go back 6.

Boss: “We see  
outstanding possibilities  

for you elsewhere.”  
Go back 8.

Sign up for a team sport.  
Go forward 3. 

Adopt the practice of  
hara hachi bu (only eating 

until you’re 80% full).  
Go forward 5. 

Set up weekly Skype chats 
with family and friends 

back home. 
 Go forward 3. 

Swear off bikes after your 
fifth one is stolen.  

What is the point of locks?

“Did the sun set, like, at 
3pm today?”  

Cry in the dark at home. 

HONK! Texting while  
walking nearly gets  

you run over.  
Go back 3.

Install water filter.  
Roll again.

Quit smoking.  
Go forward 10. 

START

Street vendor causes a  
scene when you  

unwittingly try to pay  
with a fake 50 kuai bill.  

A crowd stares. 
Lose face, laowai.

Upcoming holiday week 
means you’re working the 

weekend. Bummer. 
Stay at your desk.

Beijing Railway Station at 
Spring Festival. You get 

caught in a stampede and 
survive – only to find your 

wallet missing. Ouch. 
Go back 3.
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Ah, so that’s what goji  
berries taste like.  

Go forward 1.
Elderly Beijinger pokes you 

in the belly: “You’re too 
young to be this fat.” 

Go back 1.

Third attempt to register 
your dog at the PSB.  

Count to ten and  
breathe deeply.

La duzi. Spend three  
days in bathroom.  

Miss a turn.

Develop smoker’s cough ... 
and you don’t even smoke.  

Go back 7.

Start wearing a face mask. 
Why is everybody 
laughing at me?

Ayi steals from you and 
then skips town. 

Go back 6.

Wake up in The Den.  
Go back 2. 

Find out that your favorite 
street-side stall has been 

making its yogurt  
out of cardboard.  

Go back 3.

Start flossing.  
Enjoy moral high ground.

Work visa renewal  
inexplicably delayed.  

You begin feeling sharp  
stomach pains.  

Go back 2. 

Friend talks you into trying 
out colonic irrigation.  

Can’t ... stop ... whimpering.

Eat breakfast regularly.  
Go forward 2. 

Fall asleep during massage. 
And sleep soundly that 

night too.  
Go forward 1. 

Enjoy 10 kuai cocktails  
in dive bar; wake up with 
million-dollar headache.  

Go back 4.

Get married.  
If you’re a man, go forward 2.  

If you’re a woman,  
stay right there.

“Ewww, did you see that? 
The cook is re-using the 

cooking oil!” 
Go back 2. 

Spicy hot-pot-flavored 
potato chips are amazing! 

Decide to eat them for 
lunch every day.  

Go back 2. Start taking lunchtime  
yoga class.  

Go forward 9.

Start snacking on a handful 
of nuts every day.  

Roll again.  

Too much late-night eating. 
And you’ve got McDonald’s 

on speed dial.  
Go back 2.

 “So any orange-colored 
veggie will improve my 

eyesight?”  
Hi there, sweet potato 

vendor.
Sooty snot.  

Keep blowing your nose.

“I just can’t function without 
my morning coffee …”  
Actually, as it turns out,  

you can.

Landlord announces  
he’s selling the flat –  

you have one week to  
find a new place.  

Go back 1.

Hit the gym after work.  
Roll again. 

Learn to meditate.  
Go forward 2. 

Discover that grilled  
mackerel is freakin’  

delicious.  
Go forward 3.

ENDYou’ve taken up smoking?
You stink. 

Go back to the start.

YOU’VE PLAYED THE GAME, NOW FACE REALITY ...

Green tea improves health and longevity. Learn more on p29, p55 
and p56. Sweets can be guilt-free – see p10 and p31. Liquor for a 
long life – see p30 and p38. For TCM tips, see p22 and p32. Learn 
more about organic produce in Beijing, see p23 and p91. Tofu, tofu, 
tofu ... see p28.

Whaddya know, blackout 
curtains actually do help 

you fall asleep faster. 
ZZZZZZ. 

Why’s the sky yellow?  
Oh, it’s a sandstorm.  

Go back 8.
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RISK: That indigestion from

cooler to gab with colleagues.
RI

SK: W
hile watching hilarious viral videos

大肠

胃

脾

心

小肠

膀胱

肾

心包

三焦 

胆

肝

肺
5-7AM

LARGE INTESTINE
associated with worry

RISK: Fitful slumber rocked 
by crushing indigestion

REMEDY: Drink two pints 

of water before crashing
7-9AM
STOMACH

associated with 
mental anxiety 

RI
SK

: Y
ou oversleep and skip breakfast

REM
ED

Y: You eat a full breakfast to stabiliz
e 

bl
oo

d 
su

ga
r. You  recite your daily affirmation: “Today is th

e day I
 ta

ke
 c

on
tr

ol
.”

RISK: R
unning late for work, you attem

pt

9-11AM
SPLEEN

associated with 
pensiveness and 

overthinking

 deep breathing exercises.

an
 alte

rnate subway route. It backfires.  

REMEDY: Get back on track w
ith

11AM-1PM 
HEART 

associated with  
excitation and joy 

on
 Youku, your uncontrolled laughter 

sw
ivel chair – make regular trips to

 th

e w
at

er

at
tra

cts 
a suspicious look from the boss.

REM
EDY: Escape the easy embrace o

f y
ou

r

in favor of a lovely bowl of congee. Bland is
 b

ea
ut

ifu
l. 

last n
ight just won’t subside. 

REM
EDY:  Skip that lunchtime mala xia

ngg
uo

 

1-3PM 
SMALL INTESTINE

associated with 
discernment and 

judgment 

3-5PM
BLADDER 

associated with 
fear 

RI
SK

: Y
our h

ands tremble before that dreaded

and don’t forget to practice your pitch in

 th
e 

m
irr

or
.

m
ee

tin
g w

ith
 the boss to ask for a raise.

REM
ED

Y: Go to the restroom before th
e m

ee
tin

g

5-7PM
KIDNEYS

associated with courage, willpower 
and sexual potency

RI
SK

: A
s 

th
e 

work day winds down, your productivity slips;

cute co-worker in Accountin
g.

yo
u’

re
 te

m
pte

d to
 head down the NSFW superhighw

ay.

REMEDY: Man up and ask out t
hat

RISK: While out for dinner, 

pretend the bowling ball is your e

x’s 
hea

d.

yo
u se

e your ex with their new beau.

REM
EDY: Go bowling with your n

ew d
at

e;

7-9PM
PERICARDIUM

buffers heart from 
emotional excess 

RISK: You feel depressed about going

you now have a place to crash in New Z
ea

la
nd

.

to
 a frie

nd’s leaving party.

REM
EDY: Share a bottle of wine and re

al
iz

e 

9-11PM
TRIPLE BURNER

maintains balance, 
transforming  

negativity into 
positivity

RIS
K: C

raving a fatty midnight snack,

rem
em

ber that gallstones run in your f
am

ily
.

yo
u m

ake a beeline for Stadium

 Dog.

REMEDY: Keep walking –

11PM-1AM
GALLBLADDER
associated with 

resentment 

1-3AM
LIVER

associated with anger 
and frustration 

RI
SK

: Y
our sexting ex suggests booty call.

shared is a problem halved – it’s time to
 dru

nk-
tw

ee
t. 

You’re furious yet curious.

REM
EDY: No, don’t fall for that again. A

 p
ro

bl
em

3-5AM
LUNGS

associated with grief 
and sadness

RISK: U
nload your woe onto a new 

baw
l weepy ballads and command big

 h
ug

s.

ac
qu

ai
nta

nce over a pack of Zhongnanhai.

REM
EDY: This is why they invente

d K
TV

; 

VISCERAL 
EMOTION

ROUND-THE-CLOCK QI

First of all, we should tell you that the 
Beijinger is not trained in TCM. We have 
to admit that. Now that’s out of the way, 
here is our Dummy’s Guide to the Qi 

Cycle (and that’s by dummies as much as for 
dummies.) 

Qi (which we shall translate as energy) 
moves along the body’s meridians (think of 
them as energy pathways associated with  
certain organs). Over the course of a day, it 
stays in each meridian for a two-hour period, 
boosting the energy of that particular organ. 
Each organ is also linked to a specific emotion –  
and the two influence each other strongly. When 
the physical organ is weakened, emotion may get 
expressed in a grossly distorted way. On the other  
hand, unregulated emotion can do damage  
to its corresponding organ.

The more we read about TCM, the more 
confused we got. Not being able to grasp the 
complexity of this system made us anxious. 
We began to fear that we weren’t as smart 
as we’d imagined. But the more we thought 
about it, the angrier we got. “Stupid TCM –  
who needs all those needles and foul-smelling 
herbal concoctions anyway!” As the day wore on, 
though, it just made us really depressed. And 
that’s when we realized that a whole day – and 
an entire Qi cycle – had gone by, so our mood 
swings kinda made sense.

Here are our suggestions for what perils 
might befall you as the day goes on and what 
measures you can take to counter them.   
Let the Qi flow.
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